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She's way off limits, and I know it. The problem is, I don't give a f*ck if she is.Somehow, that
innocent girl next door - that girl I had no business thinking about like that, grew up. And I HAVE to
have her. I've never felt this way about anyone, even in my Navy days - obsessed and crazy to the
point of madness. It's like something primal; a beast inside of me that roars whenever she's near.
She might be my buddy's little girl, and my next door neighbor, and damn near half my age...But
she's legal, and I'm going to be her first; I'm going to claim and breed her. I don't care what the
consequences are, because I'm going to make her mine if it's the last thing I do.This book contains
a hot, dirty, single-minded and over the top alpha hero with a HEA and NO CHEATING!For a limited
time, this book also includes TWO FREE additional stories! "Twice Tackled", a steamy mfm sports
romance, as well as "Baby, It's Cold", a holiday first time short are included and begin directly after
"Legal". Enjoy!**Please note: This is a SECOND EDITION of a previously published book of the
same title. This 2nd edition includes minor tweaks and updates to improve new reader enjoyment,
however the basic plot has not changed for previous readers.**
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This was one super hot story. Chelsea has a crush on her married neighbor, Jake. He just happens

to be best friends with her father. He's 39 and she's 19. Once Jake separates from him wife there is
no stopping these two. Jake has had his eye on the prize, Chelsea for sometime. Chelsea has been
saving herself for Jake to take her virginity. And boy does he. These two sneak around hooking up
together under her parents noses. What will happen when Chelsea's parents find out about Jake?
Does Jake truly want Chelsea or is she just his plaything? This was a super hot and taboo book that
pushes the boundaries in a good way. Did I mention it was extremely hot? It will melt the panties off
you. I can't wait to get my hands on more from Madison Faye.

I wish they would let people know that this was an erotica novellas. Not full stories just plots thrown
together. The bonus stories are all the same, just different character names and plots. Not my cup
of tea. I enjoy full-length novels with interacting characters. I would definitely NOT RECOMMEND if
you are looking for more substance.

I love a good older man/younger girl story and this one was pretty hot! There is no cheating even
though the H is married in the beginning. The wife cheated on him and left him before anything
happens between H and h.There is two extra books w/this purchase. Baby It's Cold and Twice
Tackled. Well worth the money!

When I got this book I thought it was going to be a novel, but it in up being short. Don't get me
wrong I love the book, but I was mad that it had another two story's in it. I did love reading Legal.
That all I'm going to say

There a 2 other books (which made the buy worth it) but I'm reviewing Legal.I really liked the story
like because it's my favourite theme "Older protective alpha male with younger innocent virgin
female". Story was quite entertaining too.Here why I could NOT give the 5 stars I really wanted to:1.
The fact the the writer could have had the main characters having sex at a dinner table. And it goes
unnoticed!!! you heard right! Could that ever happen? It's fantasy yes I get it. But really.2. The scene
when the father actually saw the 2 together, he lost it for like a second and was all understanding
right after the 2 professed their love for each other. I expected that to happen but not so fast. In fact
the ideal scenario for me would go like this:"What the f... Is going on here!!!! Said the father. He
sucker punch the H in the jaw. The H tries to explain but her father is still so angry that he wants no
explanation and tackles him to the ground. The mother and daughter tries to put the peace. Then
the father cools down a bit but is still angry and the H understands because he would have done the

same if it were his innocent daughter not to mention the whole betrayal part. The friendship of the
father and H is strained after..... The two come to some understanding in epilogue a year
later......."NOW tell me if this is not more realistic.3. Story should have been made a little longer and
deal with the slut of the ex-wife properly.I would still recommend as an entertaining read.DID NOT
receive a free copy for this honest review.

Chelsea is a young lady who is finishing high school and headed for college. She is painstaking in
lust with the hot neighbor next door who is her dad's best friend. One major thing also he is married.
Chelsea is obsessed with Mr. Harding and wants him to be her first. One night she observes him
and his wife having sex in the back yard and just adds fuel to her fantasy. She goes off to college
and when she comes home for winter break and discovers Jake is divorced. I was a little on the
edge of my seat waiting for Jake to be brutally beaten by his best friend. Grab this story and see if
Jake and Chelsea get a HEA.

Am I the only one who likes a romance story with my smut?Legal sounded great but read like a prob
film. The sweet innocent girl wasn't very. Believable and our H wasn't very alpha seeing how the h
took charge most.Really all you get in this is a bunch of sex and not enough story to even try and
enjoy the characters

A naughty yet very enjoyable and a little bit taboo always makes my day!!! Once again the author
created a hot/mouth drooling story, where our heroine is young/innocent and have a crush for her
older neighbor for years now as an adult and he is single she takes an opportunity and gives in her
attraction for him.Page after page my anticipation for what is going to happen or to finally happen
between them was growing, their explicit scenes were very hot and primal also it had fast pace and
read it without a pause.The dialogues were also enjoyable and both characters were very lovable i
liked how Chelsea became his world and devoured his mind/body and heart the whole unique
slightly taboo romance story won me from the beginning i can't wait for the next beauty the author
will write.
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